2019 PRODUCTION

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Kaeden Trinh 2017-2019
2019 has been an immensely busy year for Flare. When I first started my role as Artistic
Director in 2017, my vision was to drive Flare to grow and be the best that we can be
by focusing on the following three pillars:
1.
Help our members become better dancers by ensuring that there are avenues
and support to help build their foundations
2.
Help our dancers become better choreographers by ensuring that there are
standards and guidelines to help them be better teachers and opportunities for
them to develop their creativity
3.
Raise the standard of our productions and performances by creating a more
cohesive and connected experience
.

For the last few years we have worked hard to deliver on the above and 2019 was no
different.
.

This year we introduced our first ever Mid Year Showcase - a Disney themed show that
provided new dancers the opportunity to develop their skills in a supportive
environment tailored for them. We also provided our members with many other
opportunities to push their growth such as external workshops by various industry
teachers, a contemporary intensive by Jenn Ma (an industry trained professional and
Flare alumni), various gigs and performances and weekly casual classes.
.

For our choreographers, we introduced a choreographer’s workshop by renowned
Melbourne teacher and choreographer, Ben Cure, who taught us the theory behind
choreography as well as various choreographic techniques. We also provided more
opportunities than ever before for choreographers to create their own works through
avenues such as our Cocktail Night show, various gig performances, the Mid Year
Showcase, video projects and our annual Production. This, collectively, resulted in over
50 different original dance works from the ensemble this year.
.

The year has gone by fast and we are now at our annual end of year Production. The
dancers, choreographers, committee and production crew have worked extremely
hard to prepare for tonight’s show and I would like to take this opportunity to thank
each and every one of them for their time and commitment! Furthermore, I am also
excited to be sharing the stage with my fellow Flarians for the last time as this is the
end of my 3-year term as Artistic Director, and my decade long journey in Flare.
Jonathan Yeo, ex-Flare President and long time choreographer will be taking over the
role of Artistic Director and I am thrilled for him and the club as I have no doubt that he
will bring Flare to even greater heights!
.

Finally, I’d like to say a big thank you to you the audience for your endless support and
for letting us share our passion with you! We hope you will enjoy the show tonight. So
sit back, relax and don’t be afraid to cheer us on - It’s Time!

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Welcome to Flare’s 19th Annual Production – It’s Time!
This year, Flare has continued to grow with our members through our casual classes,
video projects, and a diverse range of gig opportunities. We presented Flare’s first ever
Mid-Year Showcase, using it to develop the skills and the confidence of less
experienced dancers in a welcoming and encouraging environment. Our members also
had opportunities to learn from some of Australia’s most renowned teachers, and we
are proud to see their growth.
Flare has also continued to expand as a part of FFAMM alongside other dance clubs
including – Funkadelics, AOS, MMJ Dance and Monash Dancesport. As part of FFAMM,
we were honoured to present our first ever FFAMM Fest event earlier this year. It
provided our members with the freedom to learn from a broader range of
choreographers, whilst also providing a community for ong-lasting friendships to be
formed. Thankyou FFAMM for all of the support and unforgettable memories.
We want to extend our gratitude to our committed members and dancers for
contributing to an exciting and successful year. To our dedicated choreographers,
your passion and creativity are the lifeblood of Flare. To our Artistic Director, Kaeden
Trinh, we are grateful for your guidance and your dedication over these three years
have been nothing short of extraordinary.
The executive committee would especially like to acknowledge the team working
behind the scenes making everything possible– our amazing sub-committee! They have
worked tirelessly and selflessly to bring it all together, putting Flare’s name on the map
in the humble, yet dynamic dance community of Melbourne.
Last but not least, we thank you, the audience, for taking the time to come and
experience this incredible year with us. Thank you for your energy, your patience, and
your support. We hope you enjoy the performance as much as we’ve enjoyed
preparing for you tonight!
See you soon,
Your Executive Committee.
Crystal Ho, Tran Le, Jacqueline Lo, Duy Truong and Abigail Montolalu.

IT’S TIME!
There are many moments in our lives, big or small, that are
memorable, meaningful or impactful in one way or another.
“It’s Time” shines a spotlight on these moments and brings
them to life onstage through 12 different dance items
across various genres such as ballet, contemporary,
commercial, jazz, Latin and urban!

PROGRAMME

1.

IT’S TIME TO FIGHT BACK by Kaeden Trinh

2.

IT’S TIME TO TALK by Jasmine Ahwah

3.

IT’S TIME TO BE MYSELF by Sherry Lavgine

4.

IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE by Crystal Ho

5.

IT’S TIME TO SPEAK OUT by Christine Walsh & Erika Palomares

6.

IT’S SHOWTIME by Daryl Lee & Tira Ilham
I NT E R VA L 15 M I NS

7.

IT’S TIMES LIKE THESE by Bonnie Su & Daniel Lewis

8.

IT’S TIME FOR A MISSION by Adele Joan

9.

IT’S TIME TO LOSE CONTROL by Jonathan Yeo

10. IT’S TIME TO LOVE AGAIN by Joyce Liu
11. IT’S TIME TO ACT by Anna Urokohara
12. IT’S TIME TO SWIPE by Arnesia Ranggi

1. IT’S TIME TO FIGHT BACK
Choreographed by Kaeden Trinh
Far away in a mythical land of dust and sands,
resides a tribe plagued by a dark force - the snake
demons. Every 10 years, a sacrificial offering has to
be made to appease the snake demons and ensure
the safety of the tribe. But this year, when the love
of her life is taken away, a warrior of the tribe
decides that enough is enough - it’s time to fight
back!

Cast: Anna Urokohara, Bonnie Su, Caitlin Janus, Daniel Lewis, Daryl Lee, Emily Yang,
Erika Palomares, Jonathan Yeo, Karen Hoi, Kimberly Payne, Mackenzie Pyke, Mei Li Kok,
Mykal Fong, Risa Watanabe, Shi Ling Tan, Tira Ilham, Vivian Loo, Yuma Klosier-Jones

2. IT’S TIME TO TALK
Choreographed by Jasmine Ahwah
This contemporary work explores the concept and
constraints of language, and how it shapes our most
basic and complex interactions; looking deeper into
the challenge of how we navigate different
languages and establish a central, objective sense of
meaning. The work explores how we express this
with
the
appropriateness
of
contextual
relationships. Is language the only way we can
communicate effectively or does the stillness in the
bodies and faces speak for itself?
Can we ever hope to understand the true intentions
of others and what they say? Or will we be forever separated by our own
subjective understandings - built upon a multitude of layers of individual
memories, experiences, and personal perspective?

Cast: Anna Urokohara, Arnesia Ranggi, Chisa Hasegawa, Colleen Yeow, Fiona Chen,
Jonathan Yeo, Kaeden Trinh, Kaho Chow, Katie Treasure, Marvel Jonathan, Shi Ling Tan,
Yuma Klosier-Jones

3. IT’S TIME TO BE MYSELF
Choreographed by Sherry Lavgine
‘When I try my best to be another you, it’s a waste of
who I am.’
.

This piece explores the uniqueness and confidence of
being an individual whilst getting inspired by surrounding
talents. Sometimes we might get to a point where we
appreciate someone so much, that we are afraid to be
ourselves. We work so hard and sacrifice our
personalities, we become the second or third versions of
them, we’ve never stopped chasing perfection. We never
take time to watch ourselves, because we are scared.
We are scared that we will be different, we are scared to step out of our comfort
zones and to present ourselves.
.

Even if I fail, I’m going to try, for the first time, for myself.
.

I’ll stay loyal to myself, have confidence in myself.
.

This piece demonstrates the foundational styles of street dance including hip-hop
and house. It exhibits the choreographer’s interpretation of what urban
choreography and street dance is.

Cast: Alain Manabeng, Daniel Yuong, Dici Zhang, Duy Truong, Fang Jia Xin, Jake
Makaling, Jenny Qiu, Jin Ni Low, Joyce Liu, Kevin Chau, Kimberly Payne, Kristie Ho,
Kunal Aggarwal, Loh Pui Yee, Mitchell Costello, Nicholas Woo, Rachael Lee, Sheehan Yu,
Sherry Lavgine, Tira Ilham, Tran Le

4. IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
Choreographed by Crystal Ho
Like dance, love is vibrant and dynamic. Like energy,
love can neither be created nor destroyed; rather,
love can only change form. Love then, whether
platonic or romantic, conditional or unconditional, is
ever-changing. Once love is found, it cannot be lost.
To say goodbye then is not to surrender love.
Rather, it's to let love transform into something
bittersweet: a memory. Like nostalgia, love is
complicated and intoxicating. Love is comfort,
conflict, and compromise.
It's Time to Say Goodbye is a piece about love.

Cast: Arnesia Ranggi, Auriel Yeap, Betty Zhang, Cherry Chan, Chisa Hasegawa, Crystal
Ho, Emily Yang, Jasmine Ahwah, Karen Hoi, Kathy Liu, Kelly Lam, Mackenzie Pyke,
Marcia Poon, Naomi Wo, Rachelle Teh, Sarah Chua, Zoe Gan

5. IT’S TIME TO SPEAK OUT
Choreographed by Christine Walsh & Erika Palomares
“Hate. It has caused a lot of problems
in this world, but it has not solved one
yet.” Maya Angelou
.

This piece explores the social
constructs reinforcing gender-based
expectations. We can easily feel
trapped in perceived roles rendering us
voiceless. Existing power structures are
counting on us to feel powerless and
turn on each other.
A movement is happening. Gender parity will only be reached with the power
of resistance and resilience, desire and joy, intention and commitment,
stubbornness and fury, charm and engagement.
It will be reached with one unified voice.

Cast: Arnesia Ranggi, Auriel Yeap, Betty Zhang, Chisa Hasegawa, Crystal Yap, Djacint
Philip Dumapias, Erika Palomares, Fiona Aberima, Fiona Chen, Kathy Liu, Mackenzie
Pyke, Mitchell Costello, Naomi Cullinan, Rachelle Teh, Tian Ying Chng , Yuma KlosierJones

6. IT’S SHOWTIME
Choreographed by Daryl Lee & Tira Ilham
The rhythm of the drums…
The blare of the brass…
The moments in between…
The dancers get ready for the floor,
their stage in the midst of the crowd.
They stretch, they breathe, they limber
up, they brace their muscles.
They know what’s coming, the
expectation they have set, the
excitement brewing, they know what
it means.
It’s about giving your all, it’s about giving yourself to the music, and it’s about
giving yourself to that cheering audience.
It’s about living in those brief moments, the culmination of effort condensed
into its final display.
It’s passion, it’s joy, and above all it’s entertainment.
It’s Showtime.

Cast: Adele Joan, Anna Urokohara, Bonnie Su, Caitlin Janus, Daniel Lewis, Daryl Lee,
Duy Truong, Emily Yang, Jonathan Yeo, Kaeden Trinh, Kimberly Payne, Naomi Wo, Risa
Watanabe, Sarah Chua, Tim Ma, Tira Ilham, Vivian Loo

7. IT’S TIMES LIKE THESE
Choreographed by Bonnie Su & Daniel Lewis
What controls our mental state - the
environment or ourselves?
The circumstances that surround us can have
a great deal of influence on our psyche - we
are lifted up when things go our way, but
brought crashing down when not so lucky. It’s
times like these when we ask the world to
“Have Mercy”, but often the world pays no
heed. We should instead ask ourselves to
“Have Mercy”; to not be such harsh self-critics,
to embrace failure, and to focus on things within our control.
This piece examines a transition in mindset, from a mentality that is swept along with
ocean currents to one like a buoy, still moved by the water around it, but firmly
rooted at its base.

Hats are used to represent external factors which cause us distress. It takes effort,
trial and error before dancers manage to take off their hat, representing the difficulty
of changing one’s mindset. Similarly, floor lamps represent dreams sold to us, things
we are told will bring us happiness. Though at first dancers gravitate towards these
lamps like moths to a flame, when the lamps are switched off dancers are brought
crashing down, left without direction as they find these dreams of success don’t bring
the happiness promised.

Cast: Angeline Chin, Anna Urokohara, Bonnie Su, Caitlin Janus, Daniel Yuong, Daryl
Lee, Djacint Philip Dumapias, Duy Truong, Emma Launder, Eric Loong, Fang Jia Xin,
Joyce Liu, Kaeden Trinh, Kevin Chau, Mitchell Costello, Naomi Wo, Risa Watanabe,
Sarah Chua, Tira Ilham, Vivian Loo

8. IT’S TIME FOR A MISSION
Choreographed by Adele Joan

Have you ever fallen madly in love with the wrong
person?
Agent Scarlet is on a mission to take down a mostwanted bad guy, known as Mr Red. This wasn’t
meant to be that kind of a fairy tale but she’s clearly
head over heels for this guy after one passionate
dance at The Lusty Leopard. Will she complete her
mission, or let romantic feelings consume her?

Cast: Adele Joan, Alo Ong, Arnesia Ranggi, Cassandra Yang Ying Li, Crystal Yap, Emily
Yang, Erika Palomares, Fiona Aberima, Helene Nguyen, Jenny Qiu, Kaho Chow, Kristie
Ho, Loh Pui Yee, Marcia Poon, Naomi Cullinan, Rachael Lee, Rachelle Teh, Sarah Chua,
Tran Le, Vivian Loo

9. IT’S TIME TO LOSE CONTROL
Choreographed by Jonathan Yeo
Fragmented. Absent. Demented. Slipping away.
Delusional. Voices echoing.

Desperately clinging to sanity.
Who am I?

Cast: Auriel Yeap, Colleen Yeow, Djacint Philip Dumapias, Emily Yang, Karen Hoi, Kathy
Liu, Kimberly Payne, Marvel Jonathan, Mei Li Kok, Mykal Fong, Tian Ying Chng, Tira
Ilham, Yuma Kloiser-Jones

10. IT’S TIME TO LOVE AGAIN
Choreographed by Joyce Liu
good and bad,
no and yes,
thoughts and thoughts,
Love and Love.
It’s Time to Love Again is a visual holistic rendition
of a journey familiar to many. Things we can accept,
things we cannot accept, what we only want to
recognise and things we wish to
hide away. This inability to confront and fully
embrace all aspects of ourselves is what can
make the word “self-love” seem foreign, distant, perhaps even impossible.
Though the path is difficult and almost never-ending, this piece aims to show
how vital and ultimately vibrant these steps will be; steps that lead us to love
again.

Cast: Alain Manabeng, Crystal Yap, Daniel Yuong, Dici Zhang, Duy Truong, Fang Jia
Xing, Jake Makaling, Joyce Liu, Kevin Chau, Kimberly Payne, Kristie Ho, Loh Pui Yee,
Nicholas Woo, Rachael Lee, Sarah Chua, Sheehan Yu, Tira Ilham, Tran Le

11. IT’S TIME TO ACT
Choreographed by Anna Urokohara
“Only when the last tree has died, the last river
been poisoned, and the last fish been caught will we
realize we cannot eat money”.
- Cree Proverb

Cast: Angeline Chin, Anna Urokohara, Auriel Yeap, Bonnie Su, Caitlin Janus, Chisa
Hasegawa, Daniel Lewis, Daryl Lee, Djacint Philip Dumapias, Emma Launder, Eric
Loong, Fang Jia Xin, Kaeden Trinh, Kaho Chow, Mackenzie Pyke, Rachelle Teh, Risa
Watanabe, Tira Ilham, Vivian Loo

12. IT’S TIME TO SWIPE
Choreographed by Arnesia Ranggi
A girl desperately looking for love through Tinder, swipe
left and swipe left. Swipe right but no match?
.

She is not an ordinary girl. She is the “it” girl. But the
odds are just not working in her favour right now. Being
the new kid in town also makes it even harder for her to
get a guy!
.

Sandy, oh everyone adores her. Everyone competes to
get her attention, those nerds from the library, to the
most eligible bachelor on the planet. But for her – it’s a
swipe LEFT. She tries her several matches too and goes
on dates with them. But omg, freak, nerd, super weird, super NOT.
.

Bringing the audience back to the 1970s vibes of Summer flings, Sandy and Danny
are the two beautiful souls united by the modern technology of online dating. But is
he really the one she wants?
.

Adapted from Grease - The Original Musical by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey
.

Special credits for Kaho Chow & Tam Tran for their extraordinary contribution to
the piece.

Cast: Auriel Yeap, Chisa Hasegawa, Colleen Yeow, Crystal Ho, Duy Truong, Emily Yang,
Erika Palomares, Fiona Chen, Kaho Chow, Kathy Liu, Lucy Zhu, Mackenzie Pyke, Marcia
Poon, Marvel Jonathan, Naomi Cullinan, Naomi Wo, Nicholas Woo, Rachelle Teh, Tam
Tran, Yuma Klosier-Jones,

CHARITY RAFFLE

Flare Dance Ensemble is proud to once again be supporting
e.motion21, with all proceeds from raffle sales being donated to this
fantastic not-for-profit organisation.
e.motion21 provides innovative dance and fitness programs for
children and young adults with Down syndrome. They provide
performance-based activities within a supportive community, whilst
aiming to enhance the lives of people with Down syndrome, and
changing perceptions of Down syndrome within society.
e.motion21 offers specialised programs across 9 locations within
Victoria. For more information and to get involved, visit
https://emotion21.org.au/

SPONSORS & AFFILIATES
Flare Dance Ensemble would like to thank the following sponsors for their
support throughout 2019!

Flying Arts Films • Get • Bloch • Yochi • Killiney Kopitiam
• O2 Dance Studios • The Space Dance and Arts Centre •
The Sneaker Laundry • Wonderbowl • Shinbashi Yakiniku
• Dancehouse • Dessert Kitchen • Dr. Q Escape Room • Pufflets •

SPECIAL THANKS
Flare Dance Ensemble would like to extend their gratitude to the
production crew who worked tirelessly to ensure the smooth running of
It’s Time 2019 Production.
Artistic Director Kaeden Trinh
Executive Committee Crystal Ho, Tran Le, Jacqueline Lo,
Abigail Montolalu, Anh Duy Truong
Sub-committee Caitlin Janus, Fiona Chen, Roger
Chen, Kaho Chow, Joy He, Angeline
Chin, Dan Vo, Pearl Tasbur, Crystal
Yap, Tam Tran, Tim Bunnage
Committee Apprentices Ashley Dsouza, Dici Zhang, Kelly
Lam, Kunal Aggarwal, Micole Liong,
Tuna Nguyen
Production Manager William Deng

Stage Manager William Deng
Assistant Stage Manager Pearl Tasbur
Lighting Technician Myles Roxas
Sound Technician Zachary Ho

Master of Ceremonies Djacint Philip Dumapias
Front of House Manager Roger Chen
Front of House Team Abigail Montolalu, Angeline Chin,
Ashley Dsouza, Dan Vo, Joy He,
Micole Liong, Tuna Nguyen

Runners Alo Ong, Helene Nguyen, Jonathan
Yeo, Shi Ling

